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PUMP SOLUTIONS

BRINGING NEW BENEFITS
TO ISO
MARKETS
Expanding the
capabilities of chemical
service pumps
BY COLIN GUPPY, SUNDYNE

A

NSIMAG pumps are
specifically designed to
handle aggressive corrosive
or acidic liquids in chemical
processing applications, including
chlor-alkali, isocyanates, plastics and
polymers, battery manufacturing,
agro-chemicals, and a wide range of
water and wastewater applications. To
fill this need, Sundyne is expanding
its ANSIMAG ALI (aggressive liquid
ISO) family of ETFE-lined sealless
magnetic drive pumps.
For those in the know, all ANSIMAG
wetted parts are molded ETFE
(ethylene tetrafluoro ethylene)
components that can safely
handle a wide range of corrosives
and solvents. A patented, fully
encapsulated magnetic drive
hermetically seals the inner magnets

to isolate them from process fluid
and maintain magnet integrity for
the life of the unit. An aramid fiber
reinforced containment shell delivers
unprecedented reliability and
protection against water hammer.

WHAT’ NEW? EXPANDED
CAPABILITY

The new ALI family brings all of
the ANSIMAG benefits to ISO
markets, supporting the dimensional
requirements of ISO 2858 with
specification conformity to ISO 15783.
Eleven different ISO-compliant pump
sizes provide flows up to nearly
37,000 gallons per hour, heads to
295 feet; temperatures from -22
to 248 degrees Fahrenheit (-30 to
120 degrees Celsius); and working
pressures up to 19 bar.

The new ANSIMAG ALI line
complements the extensive HMD CSI
line of metallic sealless mag drive
pumps. HMD CSI pumps support all
ISO standards and feature various
frame sizes to accommodate an even
wider range of flow and pressure
requirements at higher temperatures.
The combination of CSI and ALI
offers customers the widest range of
reliable, sealless mag-drive options,
in ETFE or metallic materials of
construction, to address any chemical
processing application.

UPDATED DESIGN

All ALI and HMD CSI pumps come with
the worldwide backing of Sundyne’s
global support network. Plus, ANSIMAG
design features brought to ISO markets
via the new ALI line include:
• ZERO LEAKAGE : Sealless design
completely eliminates possible
leakage with only a single fullycontained O-ring.
• CHEMICALLY RESISTANT
MATERIALS: Carbon fiber
reinforced ETFE is resistant to
virtually all chemicals.
• SECONDARY CONTAINMENT:
Especially beneficial for
applications requiring an
additional layer of protection.
• CORROSION PROTECTION: Powdercoated metallic parts provide
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BENEFITS YOU CAN TRUST

ANSIMAG ALI sealless magdrive pumps provide affordable
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options
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